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AW1 Essay 1 – common errors 

Examples of English word order. 

1 As USJ thought, this plan has been going well.  This plan has been going well, as 

USJ had thought / anticipated. 

2 In the Edo period, the most powerful class changed to the samurai class from the 

aristocrats.  In the Edo period, the samurai became the most powerful class, taking 

over from the aristocrats. 

3 This type causes both pollution of the environment and global warming because it 

produces sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxide and carbon dioxide. Sulfur oxide and nitrogen 

oxide pollute atmosphere and carbon dioxide is to be global warming.  This type 

produces sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide which pollute the atmosphere, and carbon 

dioxide which is said to cause global warming. 

4 Foreigners think it is very cool that Japanese anime, manga, music  Foreigners 

think that Japanese anime, manga, music, and so on are very cool 

5 In spite of the fact that two people watching the same movie hardly ever receive the 

same impressions from it, we watch movies with other people.  We like to watch 

movies in the company of other people, in spite of the fact that two people watching 

the same movie rarely receive the same impressions from it. 

6 I and my family  my family and I 

7 The shrine is dedicated to Michizane Sugawara. He is called “The God of Study,”  

The shrine is dedicated to the God of Study called Michizane Sugawara. 

8 my favorite subject was English when I was a high school student  When I was a 

high school student, my favourite subject was English. 

9 The imaginary languages and learning of English made my life changed  Reading 

about imaginary languages and learning English changed my life. 

10 Now I’m studying English, German and European and North American culture. I 

love to study foreign countries.  I love to study foreign countries, and now I’m 

studying English, German and European and North American culture at university. 

11 My mother taught me talking with people without thinking deeply, I might hurt 

somebody’s feelings.  My mother taught me that I might hurt someone’s feelings if 

I talk carelessly. 

12 At first, I began to work there only because I wanted money.  The reason I began 

working there at first was only because I wanted money. 

13 Jun Kaname, a famous Japanese actor, appeared in the commercials.   
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Examples of academic vocabulary 

14 We have been cutting down many trees.  People / Human beings all over the world 

have been cutting down many trees. 

15 As USJ had thought  had anticipated / predicted. 

16 This is because of a tradition that it prevents miasma from going into the body  

This is because of a tradition that it prevents miasma from entering the body. 

17 There are some measures that we can do right now to solve these problems  there 

are some measures that we can implement immediately / without delay to solve these 

problems 

18 we can solve these problems  these problems can be solved 

19 So we should know about it  So we should educate ourselves 

20 the motivation to come there  the motivation to visit. 

21 In spite of the fact that we cannot get a perfectly same mind from a movie, we watch 

movie with other people  In spite of the fact that two people watching the same 

movie rarely receive the same impressions, nevertheless we like to watch movies in 

the company of other people 

22 I read a lot of books  I read many books. 

23 Nagasaki is known as the place where an atomic bomb was thrown down  Nagasaki 

is known as the place where an atomic bomb was dropped in August 1945 (academics 

like to be as exact and precise as possible). 

24 a language that other people can’t understand  a language that other people cannot 

speak / incomprehensible to others 

25 She said to me, “You have to be careful of what you say”.  She told me (that) I should 

be careful of what I say. 

26 They are so useful and convenient that we can surf the Internet….  

 

Examples of non-sequitur 

27 The character "Tan" means "beginning", so the word "Tango" originally means the 

first day of the Horse of May.  The reader cannot follow this: the word Tango 

meaning the first day of the Horse of May does not follow from the fact that “Tan 

means “beginning”; it does not explain where “Horse of May” comes from. 

28 Liquor, coffee, tea and cigarettes also have a lot of negative effects, therefore they 

should be banned. The necessity to ban things does not follow logically from their 

having negative effects. Walking in the rain, reading for too long in bad light, 

drinking too much water, can all have negative effects – should they all be banned? 

That something has negative effects is necessary but not sufficient reason to ban it. 

More reasons must be given, more logical steps must be taken, in order to 

successfully persuade an intelligent reader. 
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Examples of words needing explanation 

29 It is said that calamus can exorcize demons  It is said that calamus – a tall, rush-

like plant - can exorcize demons… 

30 Nagasaki is known as the place where an atomic bomb was dropped in 1945  (Most 

educated English readers will know this, so you might add “of course”) Nagasaki is 

of course famous as one of the two places in Japan on which an atomic bomb was 

dropped in August 1945. 

31 My brother began to learn math at Kumon.  My brother began learning math by 

means of a Japanese system of programmed instruction called Kumon. This Kumon 

system of learning has become quite well known all around the world. 

32 As I was born in Hamamatsu, the huge mass of people in Tokyo gave me an 

extraordinary feeling.   

 

 

Examples of sentences that would be better combined 

33 Moreover, some people soak in the bath with calamus.  This is because the tradition 

that prevent miasma from goes into body  Moreover, some people soak in the bath 

with calumus because of a tradition that it prevents miasma from entering the body. 

34 Dividing garbage into a kitchen one and plastic one  Separating raw garbage from 

plastic 

35 It is becoming a serious problem in modern society. The reason is that it can be a 

pollution of environment and global warming.  It is becoming a serious problem in 

modern society because it can pollute the environment and lead to global warming. 

36 Remember what the first theme of USJ is.  The theme is that we can feel exotic 

mood or experience as if we were in the world of movies  Remember that the main 

objective of USJ is to make customers feel an exotic mood as if they were in the world 

of movies. 

37 I read a lot of books. I watched many animations.   I read a lot of books and 

watched a lot of animations. 

38 Nagasaki is a prefecture in the island of Kyushu in Japan , and Fukuoka is also in 

the same district.    Nagasaki and Fukuoka are both prefectures on the southern 

island of Kyushu. 

39 we ate “Nagasaki champing.” It is famous Nagasaki food and it’s like Chinese noodles 

  we ate a famous Nagasaki dish which tastes like Chinese noodles and is called 

“Nagasaki Chan-ping”. 

40 we visited “Glover Garden,” The place is that a British tradesman Thomas Blake 

Glover came there and built European buildings we visited “Glover Garden”, a 
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place built by a British merchant called Thomas Blake Glover in the 18th century. 

41 Next we went to “Chinese Street.” There are a lot of Chinese restaurant. At there, we 

had a lunch  Next we went to “Chinese street” where there are a lot of Chinese 

restaurants and where we had lunch. 

42 Next day, we went to “Dazaifu Tenmangu.” There is a shrine and built in Dazaifu 

City  Next day we went to “Dazaifu Tenmangu” which is a shrine in Dazaifu City. 

43 I became interested in language when I was an elementary school student. I read a 

fantasy novel about imaginary kingdoms.  I became interested in language when I 

read a fantasy novel about imaginary kingdoms when I was in elementary school. 

44 Everyone is happy when they are praised. Me too.  Everyone is happy to receive 

praise, including me. 

45 I work in a restaurant of buffet-style meals.  I work in a buffet-style restaurant. 

46 Smartphones began to appear on the market about six years ago. Since then, more 

and more people have started using them.  

 

Other general points 

1 Do not use “we”: specify who you are referring to. Academics and scientists like to be 

precise and avoid vagueness.  

2 Feelings and opinions are not acceptable as evidence in a court of law, nor are they 

acceptable in an academic essay. Use facts. You can of course give your own opinion, 

but explain why you hold this opinion, using facts to support it. 

3 When giving your opinion, you need to show that you have considered other 

possibilities. E.g. “Cigarettes are bad for health so they should be banned.” Then why 

do people smoke? Or “cutting down trees is bad for the environment”. Then why do 

people cut down trees? An academic essay should discuss these reasons, otherwise 

the proposed solution is not persuasive, because the writer has clearly not thought 

deeply about the matter, considering different points of view. The writer will appear 

either ignorant or unintelligent – not a good impression to make in an academic 

essay! 

4 Be as concise as you can: use as few words as possible without losing clarity. E.g. “At 

first, I began working there…” “At first” and “I began” refer to the same time, so both 

phrases are not necessary.  When I began working there… 

5 Remember your audience are educated readers, so you don’t have to explain 

everything. E.g. “The restaurant workers are very glad to be able to eat cakes and 

other delicious foods for only half price.” Any human being will be happy to eat good 

food for half price, so is it really necessary to tell the reader that the workers are 

happy about this? No! Be concise – cut this unnecessary part out. 

 


